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INTRODUCTION _

This practicum has been designed to introduce and

evaluate a systematic approach to social work field

instruction. It is based on the belief that it is valid

to utilize modern educational principles and method^

in teaching social work students in their agency place-

ments. This investigation utilizes new instructional

technology to assist field teachers in disciplining

and structuring their knowledge so that students can

learn more effectively.

An approach to social work field instruction is

proposed in which field work is conceptualized as a

course for which behavioral objectives can be defined,

content selected, learning opportunities planned, and

student learning assessed. The intent of this study

is to improve the quality of field instruction as an

important component of social work education.
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BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE

Inorder to understand the reason this investigation has

been undertaken, it is necessary to have some understanding of the

present structure of social work field instruction. It is universally

-accepted by schools of social work that their students need practical

experience as well as didactic study to enable them to achieve competence

in their profession. To gain this experience, each student spends a

certain amount of time in a social work agency where he is guided by

a field work instructor (also referred to in this paper as supervisor,

field instructor, field work teacher) to whom he is responsible. The

minimum requirements for field instructors at Barry College are the

Master of Social Work degree and membership in the Academy of Certified

Social Workers.

The Barry College School of Social Work places students in

selected social agencies where they spend two days a week during their

first year of study and three days a week during their second year.

The student spends the other days of the week in the classroom and

library, thus being provided with theory and practice as a concurrent

experience.
1

The purpose of field instruction is to help students in-

tegrate theory with practice in order to develop appropriate skill,

knowledge, attitude and professional identification. The student's

supervisor teaches him in the field work agency through helping him

to look at the interaction between himself, his clients, his agency,

and the community, and also to better understand theory and its assimila-

tion into practice.
2
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A review of pertinent literature shows that at the present

time students are placed in agencies to be taught in any way the in-

dividual supervisor thinks is.best.3 The student-supervisor relation.

ship is essentially tutorial in nature. Content is generally-transmitted

from the instructor to' the student within the framework of a one-to-one

educational relationship. The field work teacher is inferred to be coms.

petent in her skills and knowledge and she is)independent in selection

of content end assignments to the student.k Generally, a small number

of carefully chosen cases is entrusted to/the)student after consultation.

The student then records hiss own account of interviews which form the

basis of educational discussions with his supervisor, to which regular

weekly time is given. There is no organized development of curriculum

e,
and the field instructor-teethe* whatever method and content sheideems

appropriate at the time.

It is clear that many field work supervisors bear a heavy

load of anxiety about the job they are doing.5 They are primarily

social work practitioners who have been thrust into. their teaching roles

with little or no training for the change. Since a large proportion of_

the instruction in social work training is carried out in supervision,

there is a ma) need for systematic tools for field instructors to use

in teaching and evaluating their effectiveness.°

Jeanette Regensburg states: "Among all the recent challenges

to social work education none has been more stimulating than the wide-

spread interest in putting order into the natural disorder of the graduate

student's experience in his field work setting. Clients - whether in-

dividuals, small groups or communities - do not conform to the logical
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principles of curriculum building nor do the operating procedures of

a social agency, hospital, school or prison. Indeed, they need not

and should not. The question then arises, since there is general ac-

ceptance that the learning experiences provided through field instruction

are essential to the achievement of the objectives of the social work

curriculum, of how to select, order and provide those experiences in the

best interests of the student."7

The modern system approach to instruction offers an answer

to this need. It gives focus to instruction and to learning. The basic

elements of an instructional systems model are objectives, criterion

levels of learner performance, learning activities, and evaluation and

revision procedures.8 Using this approach, field work thought of

as a course for which objectives can be identified, content selected,

and learning opportunities planned.

This practicum was designed to introduce and evaluate the

effectiveness of a modern systems approach to social work field instruc-

tion. It is an experiment with an innovation infield learning and teach-

ing which addresses three major problems in field training which have

been identified by social work educators. These are 1) integrating class-

room and field work instruction; 2) providing an equal opportunity for

basic field learning for all students; 3) promoting increased independ-

ence for the student in his own professional learning. It is necessary

to examine these three problems in order to understand how the systems

approach provides a viable solution to them.

First, schools and agencies used for field placement have

always been confronted with the problem of how to integrate class and

7



field learning.9 The literature of social work education reflects

constant concern with gaps between class and field learning.
10

There

is a dynamic quality in field instruction that makes a systematic and

orderly progression of student learning experiences difficult to attain.

Yet there is content from classroom courses that students need to in-

corporate on a behavioral level. Since supervisors are generally not

familiar with the specific content being taught to their students in

classes, they cannot choose learning incidents to help students relate

Class and field learning. The systems approach would enable field in.

structors to teach material- in the field in the same orderly progression

as is done in classes. It can be used to identify content and help the

student integrate theory with'practice.

The second problem is how to provide an equal opportunity

to all students for minimum basic field learning. Since students are

placed in many diverse social agencies for field training, their oppor-

tunities vary widely. If the same basic units of instruction are avail-

able to supervisors in different agencies to suggest content for field

teaching, then all students will have similar chances for learning.

Third is the problem of promoting greater independence for

the student in field learning. One of the limitations of the prevailing

tutorial model of instruction is that it provides fertile ground for the

development of an infantile hostile-dependent relationship between the

supervisor and supervisee.11 The use of systems packages encourages

greater autonomy and maturity in students. They can. use them to learn

-independently in the field, thus diminishing the likelihood of the super-

visory relationship becoming a hostile-dependent one. The goal is to

8



6.

decrease dependent learning and increase independent learning.

In conclusion, there is a real need for establishing a

structure for field instruction designed to promote achievement of

the objectives of social work professional education. This practicuu

is a pilot project for der-loping a systematized education program for

social work field training which will enhance student learning and

obviate the problems delineated above.

9



7.

PROCEDURES

Extensive literature was reviewed in order to become famil..

iar with new instructional principles and to implement the modern systems

method. From the various models described, the individualized instruc-

tion system conceptualized by Barton R. Herrscher was chosen for use.

His instructional model involves six basic steps 1) a rationale; 2) spec-

ific instructional objectives; 3) pre-assessment; 4) learning activities;

5) post-assessment; 6) revision.12

Using Herrscher's model, a self-contained unit of instruction

(also referred to as systems package, learning unit, and module in thia

paper) was devised. Suggestions for topics were elicited from students

and peers. Care was taken to be certain unit co :tent corresponded to

that being taught in the classroom. From the topics suggested, Biestek's

principles of relationship were chosen, for this learning unit because of

their clarity and applicability. If it is determined that the modern systems

approach to education enhances field work teaching, similar units will be

constructed covering essential theories, principles,, concepts and tech-

niques basic to social work practice. This package was tested on three

students and tnree peers to provide data for revision to develop the final

unit used in the practicum. Using feedback from students and peers, the

unit was revised several times and the completed package was titled,

"Developing the Casework Relationship."

A module evaluation was then devised. This was specifically

designed to test whether students and peers felt the systems method offered

solutions to three problems frequently identifier; by social work educators

as existing in field instruction. These problems are discussed on pages
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4 and 5 of this paper.

In each self-instructional unit a pre-assessment and post.

assessment is provided to measure the effectiveness of the unit in student

learning. Thus, two aspects of the module were evaluated 1) effectiveness

in augmenting student learning and 2) effectiveness in mitigating educa-

tional problems in social work field teaching.

A copy of the completed systems package and questionnaire

are presented in the appendix. They were given to eight second-year

students in the Barry College Graduate School of Social Work and four

field work instructors to be worked through in the social agency. Re-

spondents were instructed not to put their names on the tests or question-

naire in order to allow them complete freedom in giving opinions.



RESULTS

9.

The results of this investigation are reported in a verbal

summary instead of by raw data in tabular form. The instructional mod-

ulo (representing the implementation of the modern systems approach to

education) and questionnaire were completed by eight students in the

second year of graduate social work study and by four of their field

work instructors. Two facets of the module were evaluated 1) effective-

ness in increasing student learning and 2) effectiveness in moderating

educational problems in social work field instruction.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the self-instruc-

tional unit in augmenting student learning, scores were tabulated on the

answers to pre-test and post-test questions in the unit. Only students'

responses were compiled on these tests. In the pre-assessment, one point

was given for each of five human needs correctly listed in question 1,

one point for each of five principles of relationship in question 2, and

one point for each of the four principles identified in question 3. The

total number of correct answers possible for each student was 14, making

a total of 112 possible correct answers for the group. To these, there

were la correct answers given. This was a percentage of 36.6% correct

answers.

In the post-assessment, one point was allotted for each of

five different human needs and one point for the principles of relation-

ship identified in question 1, making a total of ten. One point was given

for a cogent essay in response to question 2. The total number of possible

correct answers for the group was 88. To these, there were 86 correct

answers given. This was a percentage of 97.7%correct answers.

1A.
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For the group there was an increase in percentage of correct

answers given after working through the unit from 36.6% to 97.7%. This

indicates theta modern systems approach to social work field instruction

was extremely effective in enhancing student learning.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the module in reduc-

ing educational problems in field instruction, the results of the question-

naires given both students and supervisors were assessed. 100% indicated

that self-contained units Of instruction are useful in integrating class

and field instruction by selecting and ordering learning content and exper-

iences. 91.6% said these units offer an approach by which an equal oppor-

tunity for basic field learning is provided for all students. 100% felt

the units are useful in promoting greater independence for students in their

own professional learning ill the field. 100% stated that similar units

would help allay field work instructors' anxiety about what and how to teach

by establishing a structured pattern and plan for field instruction. These

findings indicate that a modern systems approach is extremely effective in

alleviating educational problems inherent in field instruction._

The comments made by both students and supervisors were extremely

encouraging. Attitudinal responses to the module were 100% favorable. Add-

itional opinions were expressed such as "impressive," "exciting," "beautiful,"

"right on," "well organized," "stimulating," etc.

Comments written on the questionnaire were particularly in-

spiring. One student wrote, "I haven't had so much fun learning since

I first sang the ABC's." An instructor wrote, "I haven't been this excited

about anything since I got out of the Army!" Telephone calls were-received

from students and teachers who were not given the module asking if they

could use it also. Requests were received for the development of units

13



on other subjects. Several instructors felt this approach offered a

break-through in social work field-instruction.

11.



RECOMMENDATIONS

If view of the overwhelmingly enthusiastic response to

this pilot project, it is recommended that:

1. Barry College iIraduate School of Social Work adOPt a

modern systems approach as a rational framework for

teaching in graduate social work field instruction.

2. Essential theories, principles, concepts and techniques

basic to social work practice which are taught in the

classroom be identified in order to develop self-instruc-

tional packages to apply them to field work.

3. The annual field work instructors seminar at Barry College

focus on enabling supervisors to understand the concepts

behind and prepare their own self-contained units of in-

struction. (It is usually necessary for teachers to

build systems packages themselves before they can make

effective use of similar materials prepared by others.)
13

4. The modules developed in the seminar be tested and eval-

uated in the same way as the one in this practicum..

5. The instructional units created and tested by Barry College

clinical faculty be compiled and used to form a nucleus

for field instruction.

6. The findings of this investigation be published in order

to encourage the use of a modern systems approach by other

graduate schools of social work.

15
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As a result of the findings of this practicum, several parry

College field instructors have begun using the modern systems approach.

They have found it to be a valuable tool for augmenting student learn-

ing, integrating class and field teaching, offering basic opportunities

to all students and promoting greater independence in learning.

It is time for social work educators to systematize field work

instruction. It is time for social work to draw on modern educational

principles for supervision in a disciplined manner. Utilizing new methods

from the educational field is an essential - not a luxury.

16
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NAME:

MODULE EVALUATION

If student, first year of
graduate program
Are you in second year of
graduate program

If you are a peer, are you
1. Classroom Instructor
2. Student Supervisor
3.-Practitioner
What is your Educational Degree

15

This self-instructional unit utilizes the modern systems approach to educa-
tion and applies it to social work field instruction. It is an approach to socif..

work field teaching in which field work is conceptualized as a course for which
behavioral objectives can be identified, content selected, learning opportunities
planned, and student learning assessed.

Biestekts principles of relationship were chosen for this learning module

because of their clarity and applicability. If it is determined that the modern

systems approach to education enhances field work teaching, similar units will be
constructed covering essential theories, principles, concepts and techniques basic

to social work practice.

The instructor wishes to determine whether a modern systems approach can be

used as a rational framework to increase the effectiveness of teaching in social

work field training. Some of the problems which have been identified are 1) integrat-

ing classroom and field work instruction; 2) providing an equal opportunity for basic

field learning for students in diverse field placements; 3) promoting independence
for the student in professional learning in the field.

After working through the unit, please give your responses to the following

questions:

1. Do you feel that self-contained units of instruction such as the

one you just completed

a. are useful in integrating class and field instruction by select-

ing and ordering learning content and experiences?

Yes No
Please explain answer.

b. offer an approach by which an equal opportunity for basic

field learning is provided for all students?

Yes No

Comments:

19



c. are useful in promoting greater independence for students
in their own professional learning in the field?

Yes No
Comments:

d: would help alleviate field work instructor's anxiety about
what and how to teach by establishing a structured pattern
and plan for field learning?

Yes No
Comments:

II. Can you suggest other ways that individualized instructional packages

can enhance the effectiveness of social work field training?

*),

20
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SELF-INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT I

Instructor:

Institution:

Course Title:

Topic:

.fi,cIrrt

Approx. working time: 1 Hr.

IRIS KROP, ACSW

BARRY COLLIE

SOCIAL WORK FIELD INSTRUCTION

DEVELOPING THE CASEWORK
RELATIONSHIP

Target Group: SECOND YEAR STUDENTS IN
GRADUATE SOCIAL WORK SCHOOL
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RATIONALE

The casework relationship is the soul of Social Work. It is a major
means of enabling the client to resolve his psychosocial problems. Next
year you will be a paid practitioner of your profession. This is,the time
to sharpen your skills in relating, and learn new ones. In Social Work
education we generally focus on how we can help others. It is important
to realize also that learning to relate to people in a helpful manner will
greatly enhance your personal relationships. As you work through this pro-
gram you will discover ways to become more aware of your own behavior and
thus enrich your personal life.

OBJECTIVES

After completing this unit, the learner will be able to:

1. Analyze the seven b$.1sic human needs presented by a client in

a given casework interview using the seven guidelines laid
down by Felix Biestek in "The Casework Relationship."

2. Evaluate the helpfulness of a given casework interview by
identifying instances where the caseworker utilized Biestek's
seven principles of relationship.

3. Assess his own behavior in an actual casework interview by
pointing out instances where he met the client's needs by
utilizing at least four of the seven principles of relationship.

4. Examine his own feelings concisely in less than 200 words about
the importance of the casework relationship in helping clients
resolve their problems.

PRE-ASSESSMENT

1. List at least five of the seven basic human needs of people with
psychosocial problems, as described by Biestek in "The Casework

Relationship."

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

If

22



2. List at least five of the seven principles of relationship with
which the caseworker responds to the needs presented by the client
as conceptualized by Biestek.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

3. Record one cf your recent interviews with a client, identifying
instances where you used at least four different principles of
relationship in response to the client's needs.

Check your answers to questions 1 and 2 with pages 3 and 6 of this

unit. If you were correct on these:answers, see your Field Work
Instructor. If you missed these questions, work through this unit.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

It has long been recognized in the practice of Social Work that the
professional relationship between the caseworker and person seeking help
from a social agency is uniquely important. This relationship is essen-

tial to effective casework,

Social Workers have been enthusiastic about the necessity of estab-
.1ighing and maintaining a good casework relationship but they have been
relatively inarticulate in explaining what it consists of. In Social Work
literature the stress has been on intuitive skills in developing relation-
ships. It has often been written that this has to be experienced to be
understood - leading to the belief that there is something mystical about

t.

Felix Biestek, in his book, "The Casework Relationship," clearly
explains, defines and analyzes the casework relationship. He theorizes

that every req nest for help from a social agency is "psychosocial." He

says that, whether a client requests a concrete service or help with
psychological problems, it can be presumed that he feels some kind of

uncomfortable emotion. There is a pattern of basic emotions and attitudes
that is common to all people who need help. Ciestek says the sources of

these emotions are seven basic human needs of people with psychosocial

problems.

23



LEARNING ACTIVITY I

3.

BASIC HUMAN NFM6 OF THE CLIENT

1. To be treated as an individual - the need to be dealt
with as an individual rather than a case, type or
category.

2. To express feelings - the need to express their_feel-
ings, both negative and positive.

3. axetsympathetic response toproblems - the need
for a sympathetic understanding of and response to
the feelings expressed.

4 To be recognized as a person of worth - the need to
be accepted as a person with innate dignity regard-
less of the person's dependency, weakness, fault or
failures.

Not to bejudged - the need to be neither judged nor
condemned for the difficulty in which the client
finds himself.

6. To make his own choices and decisions - the need to
make one's own choiciaTITinecisions concerning one's
own life. The client does not want to be bossed or
told what to do.

7. To keep secrets about self - the need to keep confi-
dential information about oneself as secret as poss-
ible.

24



Indicate two basic needs which each client in the following situa-
tions Lis expressing either verbally or non-verbally.

,...(See_f4ge 5 for correct answers)

1. The client who states that he feels that he is not any good, is
weak and a failure in life.

a.

b.

2. The mother of several small children who says that since her
nei rhhor was rejected for Aid to Dependent (nAldren, she will
t.robablv be also and she doesn't have money to feed the nhildren.

a .

b.

3. The unmarried mother who fears being condemned for her predicament
but, comes for help in deciding whether to have an abortion or give
hclr MIT., up for adoption.

a.

b.

4. The foster child who is angry and upset by her natural father's
abandonment of her.

a.

h.

5. The hostile adolescent whom the court has referred for counseling
and who says he would rather be put in- Youth Pail.

a.

b.

6. The teenager who confides to caseworker that his parents don't know
it but he has been smoking pot because Hall the kids do."

a.

b.

7. The homosexual who wants help deciding whether to "go straight" and
fears caseworker will, condemn her for her way of life.

a.

h.



ANSWERS TO PAGE 4 The clients expressed the following needs:

1. To be recognized as a person of worth
Not to be judged
To express feelings
To get sympathetic response to problems

2. To he treated as an individual
To get sympathetic response to problems
To be recognized as person of worth

3. Not to be judged
To make his own choices and decisions
To express feelings
To he recognized as a person of worth

4. To express feelings
To get sympathetic response to problems

5. To express feelings
To make his own choices and decisions

6. To keep secrets about self
To be treated as an individual
To make his own choices and decisions

7. Not to be judged
To make his own choices and decisions
To keep secrets about self
To get sympathetic response to problems

26



Felix Biestek states that the relationship is the soul of case-
work while the processes of study, diagnosis and treatment are the body.
He conceptualizes seven principles of relationship which the caseworker
uses to meet the human needs of the client. These seven principles are

the elements of the casework relationship as a whole.

LEARNING ACTIVITY II

SEVEN PRINCIPLES IN RELATIONSHIP

1. Individualization is the recognition of each client's
unique qualities and the differential use of principles
and methods in assisting each toward a better adjust-
ment. It is based upon the right of human beings to be
individuals and to be treated not just as a human being
but as this human being.

2. Purposeful Expression of Feelings is the recognition of
the client's need to express his feelings freely, especial-
ly his negative feelings. The caseworker listens purpose-
fully, neither discouraging nor condemning the expression
of these feelings, sometimes even actively stimulating and
encouraging them when they are therapeutically useful as a

part of the casework service.

3. Controller' Emotional Involvement is the caseworker's sensi-
tivity, to the client's feelings, an understanding of their
meaning, and a purposeful, appropriate response to the
client's feelings.

4, Acceptance is a principle of action wherein the caseworker
perceives and deals with the client as he really is, in-
cluding his strengths and weaknesses, his congenial and
uncongenial qualities, his positive and negative feelings,
maintaining all the while a sense of the client's innate

dignity and personal worth.

5. Nonjudgemental attitude is a quality of the casework rela-
tionship based on a conviction that the casework function

excludes assigning guilt or innocence, or degree of client
responsibility for causation of his problems.

6. Client self-determination is the practical recognition of

the right and need of clients to freedom in making their

own choices and decisions in the casework process.

7. Confidentiality is the preservation of secret information

concerning the client which is disclosed in the profession-

al relationship.
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The epitome of a caseworker offering hindrance rather than help
is Lucy (from the comic strip, Peanuts). Label each cartoon with the
principle of relationship which Lucy violates. (Answers on page 10.)
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ANSWERS TO PRINCIPLES OF RELATIONSHIP VIOLATED.

1. Controlled emotional involvement

2. Client self-determination

3. Acceptance

4. Purposeful expression of feelings

5. Non-judgemental attitude

6. Confidentiality

The casework relationship is the dynamic interaction of
attitudes and emotions between the caseworker and the client, with the
purpose of helping the client achieve a better adjustment between
himself and his environment. Each of the seven principles of the
relationship is founded upon one of the intensified hai=l human needs
exhibited by people who need help.

LEARNING ACTIVITY III

The NEED of the client

1. To be treated as an
individual

2. To express feelings

3. To get sympathetic
response to problems

4. To be recognized as
a person of worth

5. Not to be judged

6. To make his own choices

7. To keep secrets about
self

The PRINCIPLE used by caseworker

1. Individualization

2. Purposeful expression of
feelings

3. Controlled emotional in-
volvement

4. Acceptance

5. Nonjudgemental attitude

6. Client self-determination

7. Confidentiality
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The following is an excerpt from a casework interview. After each
paragraph, analyze how the client expressed at least two different
human needs and with which principles the caseworker responded.
(See page 13 for correct answers)

PARAGRAPH T

Mrs. L. nervously twisted her ring and dejectedly stated that she had
a terrible week and was feeling miserable. Caseworker commented that she
looked unharpy today and asked if she could tell her about it. Tears came
to Mrs. L's eyes as she said that she has been forced to give in to her
husbnndbs every demand, no matter how irrational, because he knows a terrible
secret about her past. He has convinced her that if the judge in their divorce
proceedings learned about her secret, he would never let her keep their two
small children. He threatened to tell her mother also. She felt "like shit"
and knew that if anyone found out what she did, they would agree that she is
no good also.

PARAGRAPH II

Caseworker wondered if Mrs. L. wanted to tell her what she did to make
her feel so rotten. She reminded her that this would be kept confidential.
Mrs. I... responded that she has been afraid to tell the worker about this
before because 'she feared she might lose respect for her. She burst out tear-
fully that eight years ago, before she was married, she had a baby girl and
gave her up for adoption. She went into detail about the situation and how
torn up she was over having to make that decision. Caseworker listened warmly
and said that she appreciated how upsetting this experience was'and still is,'
for Mrs. L. Shf, is sure she did what was best for all concerned at ti-e time.
Mrs. L. blurted out, "You mean you don't think I'm a terrible person for giving
up my baby?" Caseworker reminded Mrs. L. what a fine mother she is to her two
children, and talked about her many other strengths. She certainly made her
decision to give up that baby out of love for the child.
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12.

PARAGRAPH III

Mrs. L. cried bitterly and then stopped, saying she felt better now
that she had told the caseworker what happened, and found her so under-
standing. She really did give the baby up because she felt it wasn't fair
to the child to be rcised under such bad circumstances. Deep down Mrs. L.
had always felt that anyone who gave up a child was no good and-that others
would despise her if they found out. Caseworker pointed out that she knew
about it now and she thought just as highly of Mrs. L. as she did before.
Mrs. L. responded that if caseworker could still respect her after hearing
her story, maybe she didn't have to feel so rotten amd useless. Perhaps
even the judFe would understand if her husband told hirn. She didn't feel
so bad about herself now or so scared about people findin out. She wasn't
goinv to let her husband hold this over hPr head any more.
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13.

ANSWERS TO PAGES 11 and 12 - needs and principles are underlined.

.PARAGRAPH I

1. The client's need for expression and sharing of feelings is a
pertinent dynamic in this casework relationship. The caseworker
helps Mrs. L. with a purposeful expression of her feelings in
order to relieve the pressures and tensions she feels and thus
helps her see her problems more clearly and objectively.

2. Caseworker notices the un-verbalized expression of emotions in
Mrs. L.'s face, eyes, hands and posture, which heir her under-
stand the uniqueness of the cliPnt and her need to be treated as
an individual. The feelings of the client. are her most important
individual. characteristics and therefore individualization requires
a sensitivity and response to those feelings.

3. The need to be treated as a person of worth and not to bejuslged
are also in evidence here.

PARAGRAPH II

1. Mrs. L. is burdened with facts about her previous behavior which
the needs to keep secret for fear that the knowledge of this
would detract from or destroy her personal reputation. Casf;..

worker assures her of the confidentiality of any secret informa-
tion which the client discloses in the professional relationship.

2. Client graphically verbalizes her feelings of worthlessness and
her desperate need tobe.recognizedaspperson.of.worth. She

willfears worker wl ulose respect" for her. Caseworker uses the

principle of acceptance by accepting the client as she actually
is, with her strengths and weaknesses, positive and negative
feelings, her acceptable and unacceptable behavior.

3. Mrs. L. demonstrated her need for a appathetic understanding
of and response to her problems. The caseworker listens with
warmth, consciously and purposefully identifying with the feel-
ings of the client in a controlled emotional involvement.

4. The need to express feelings is also evidenced in this paragraph.
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PARAGRAPH III

1. The necessity of seeking help from an agency produces many
painful feelings. One of Mrs. L.'s feelings is a need not
to be...judged.. Clients often see the agency as a avmbol of
a society whose critical judgment they fear. Even if the
caseworker non verbally passes judgment on the client, he will
feel it. This is one reason Social Workers have to work out
their own biases, prejudices and problems before becoming
helpful people. Caseworker responds to Mrs. L.'s divulgence
of her secret with a nonjudgemental attitude.

2. Caseworker does not push Mrs. L. into standing up for herself
against her husband and possibly the court. She lets her
move at her own pace, recognizing her need to make her own
choices and decisions. One feels this caseworker would have
also accepted Mrs. L.'s right to continue giving in to her
husband if she couldn't bear the threat of having her secret
revealed. The caseworker in this way respects the principle
of client self-determination.

3. The client also expresses again her need to be recognized as
a person_ of worth.

If you have reached this point, be proud of yourself - you are

doing beautifullyt

By now you are familiar with Biestek's concept of the seven basic
human '.seeds and principles of relationship. Being totally familiar with
the elements of a good relationship can be a great aid toward gaining
skill in the actual practice. However, understanding this conceptually
doesn't guarantee skill in establishing and using it. Now is the time

to apply what you have learned.

LEARNING ACTIVITY IV

Record in detail an interview you have had recent1V with a client.
Delineate at least four instances where you have used Biestek's principles
of relationship to meet the client's needs. Also note any time you violated

these principles or omitted using appropriate ones.

Meet with your Supervisor to discuss this interview and your assessment

of it.
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15.

LEARNING ACTIVITY V

Get together with another student or two and discuss your own
feelings about the importance of the casework relationship in helping
clients achieve a better adjustment between themselves and their en-
vironments. Be prepared to state ,your feelings about this in less than
200 words.

POST-ASSESSIT,NT

When you feel you have mastered thp objectives of this unit,
see the instructor for the Post-Test.
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REVISION

The instructor would like to improve this self-contained unit
of instruction based on your reactions to these questions:

1. Do you feel the material dealt with in this unit is relevant
.to your present or future needs? Yes No

2. This self-instructional unit WAS purposely designed as a
paper and pencil package. Would it have been more helpful
to you to have a film tape of casework interviews as a learn-
ing activity instead of written interviews? Yes No
plus the written interviews? Yes No

3. How much did you enjoy working through this unit?
A lot Some Little None11.

4. Do you feel the material presented in this unit was presented
clearly and concisely? Yes No
If not, please go back and identify the sources of your
confusion and explain them.

5. Did this unit help you to become more aware of your own
behavior in professional and personal relationships?
Yes No

6. Which statements best describe your feelings about your
involvement with this learning unit?

Too easy Boring

Inspiring Helpful

A waste of time Too time consuming

Interesting OK

Just another Others
requirement
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17.

KIST ASSESSMENT

1. Analyze and evaluate the given casework interview by identifying

at least five different human needs presented by the client

and five principles of relationship with which caseworker

responded.

Nancy is a 1')- year -old girl whose farilv w's referred to Family

Counseling Service by Juvenile Court followinr an episode in which Nancy's

older brother, Kevin, beat her so severely that he broke her nose. This

is the caseworker's initial interview with Nancy.

Caseworker shook Nancylb hand warrly and they proceeded together

into worker's private office. Nancy's body was rigid as she sat. She

avoided engaging worker's eyes at first and nervously picked at her nails.

Caseworker: "I know your family was referred by the co4rt, but I don't

know exactly what the situation is. You seem upset. Can you tell me. about

it?"

With great feeling Nancy replied that she was very upset and angry.

She burst into a dett!iled explanation of how she came home at 3 A.M. one

morning and found her mother, father and brother waiting for her with great

hostility. She told how her mother called her a "slut" and other nasty

names. She flew into a rage and began cursing her parents. Nancy then

paused with tears in her eyes.

Caseworker verbally recognized that it was difficult for Nancy

to tell about the incident and it was obvious sha hated being called a slut.

Fancy replied that she is definitely not a slut, no matter what her family

sayst They make her feel as if she is no good and she "might as well do

it since that's what they think of me anyway." Nancy said that she had

not slept with her boyfriend or anyone else, although all her friends did.

Caseworker commented that perhaps Nancy was different from her friends and

it was often hard to be different.

Tn a tight voice Nancy spoke about the pressures on her to sleep

with her boyfriend. There followed some discussion of her reasons for not

engaging in premarital intercourse. Caseworker supported Nancy's feelings

about this, while also letting her know she would still accept her if her

feelings changed. Nancy seemed relieved about this and she relaxed, saying

that it felt good to know an adult who didn't consider her a "whore" because

of what her parents said.

She returned to her story saying that her mother turned to her

brother and said, "See how she talks to me. Why don't you do something

about it?" Her brother then hit her and, with her mother's encouragement,

he started to beat her up. Nancy ran to the phone and called the police

who immediately came and took her to the hospital.
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Nancy tearfully said this incident was typical of the fights they
were constantly having at home. Only this time her brother actually heat
her and she called the nolice. She hates her familv and can't stand living
at home any more.

Caseworker warmly said this was indeed a tough situation and she
understood why Nancy was so upset by it.. Nancy went on to talk about hat:
miserable she was. She could mt hear livinw at hone any longer. She had
a male friend with an apartment and she was sure he would take her in if
she "split."

"IcY and the caseworker exrlorod +orett.or s,-!.verlt alternatives

.tj-e haci rf %%laces to re if she left he". sh-Te:.tla that Nancy

crAde at3o po to 1 fncl.er holve Pr" nn ron in the

crIrmnr117:. Nave: repchod 5hr 0.0 nrt r.41y tar:at any

of these. vaybe 3f she, her brot,ler And phreret t, al; rare to the agency,

they 0)11d w-rk out some of the family' s prni-jems, rreferred to live
home entij She FIXPriOrted high '01001, !frriith waS :it tie ond Af this year.

She nitrqiy Imow if she kt,alld stand if. 30e wac ar A student; until

this Yr3:-.p )11 her mrales were slirripm 14e!ly bee.T.use of the termoil at home.

'tarcv then hesitantly said there '$0.f. 4;nroti itti, she wanted to discuss

with tho e,tseworker but she ',wasn't sure she nouid irwit her." Caseworker
einiaired that anything Nancy told her was striet)v reween the two of them.
Nancy sPered relieved, then said, "Now TIn afraid vfle'll tell me T shouldn't

have done it." Caseworker smiled and asked if Nancy could risk telling her

to see her response. She could see it was somet4+iry Nancy needed to talk

about hint It was difficult for her.

ilancv relaxed. By this time she was 1001JinP directly at the case -

worker and no longer fidgeting with her nails. Shy eon-ided that she and
her boyfriend smoked pot often and there wel.0 timcr. WhQ0 they exnerimPnted

with pills. The main reason she didn't hant to live in her male friend's
apartment was because he is a "junkie." She wns bemtnrinm to see Nov` mixed

no some of her friends were from dope and she wantr.d to stay out of that

scene. 'Phis was diqcussed for a few minutes.

Nancy seemed to make a decision at ih'It point that drums were not
the answer to her problem. She said, "T have lots of problems and i know
I really need help with them." Caseworker felt that. Nancy could work.out
her problems since she was so eager to "met her head on straight." Next week

they would go into the specifics of the home situqtir41. Regul ar weekly ap-

pointments were set up and Nancy left se---ng corn used and walking as though
a load had been lifted from her shoulders.

2. Examine your own feelings in less than 200 words about the
importance of the casework relationship in helpinr the client
achieve a better adjustment between herself and her environment.

18.



POST- ASSESSMENT

1. Analysis of the foregoing interview. Human needs and principles

of reAationship are underlined. At least five of each must be

properly identified in order to complete the unit.

At the beginning of the interview caseworker used the principle

of individualization by giving the client her undivided attention, privacy

and help in discussing the topic of greatest interest to her, namely, her

situation and problem. Nancy was encouraged to tell her own story and to

give her view of the situation. She responded favorably to the inquiry as

to whether what the caseworker knows of the client's situation corresponded

with the client's view of it. Nancy reacted by giving* her subjective feel-

ings which were the most important items, as well as the ,objective facts of

her case.

Nancy showed by her posture and bodily behavior that she had a deep

need to express her feelings. Caseworker recognized client's need for com-

munication at a time when her problem was partially emotional and used the

principle of orroseful expression of feelings to help Nancy express her neg-

ative emotions. Caseworker: "you seem upset - can you tell me about it?"

Nancy's behavior and the tears in her eyes gave caseworker clues

about her need to get a sympathetic response to herproblems. With controlled

emotional involvement, the caseworker responded with sensitivity and under-

standing that this was a difficult problem for the client.

The client's anger at being called a slut and her defense of her-

self evidenced her need to be recognized as a_person of worth. Caseworker

used the principle of acceptance by supporting the stanarof/the client

as a matter of reality without approving or disapproving, and she let her

know that she would accept her even if her standards changed. She accepted

the client's strengths and weaknesses.

Nancy expressed her need to be treated as an individual by pointing

out how she differs from her friends. Caseworker individualized her by letting

her know she understood how difficult it was to be dinWrent.

Throughout the interview 'ancy showed by her words and behavior

her needs to express her feelings and get a symeltheticrespon.se to her

problems. By using the principles of orposeful enression of feelings and

controlled emotional involvement, the caseworker recognized the client's

need to receive an appropriate response to her emotions.

When Nancy talked about leaving home she showed her need to make__

her own choices and decisions. Caseworker did not tell her what she thought

she should do but helped her explore her alternatives, including available

community resources. She used the principle of client self-determination

to help her examine her inner resources and those of the commenity. She

created a relationship environment in which Nancy could grow in potential

and work out her own problems.



The client clearly expressed her need to key secrets about her-

self when she stated that she didn't know if she could trust the caseworker

not to tell her parents or the court about her drug involvement. Case-

worker used the principle of confidentiality and assured her that what she

-tells her is between the two of them.

Nancy also evidenced her need not to be ludrzed when she told of

her fear that the caseworker would judge her guilty of doing wrong in her

experiments with pot and pills. Caseworker did not label her a moral weak-

ling but responded with a nonludgemental attitude instead of condemning her

for her mistakes and failures. This enabled Nancy to go on and make her own

decj!5ion about takinp, drugs.
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